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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

President Donald J. Trump has promised to induce $1 trillion of new public and private investment in infrastructure over the next decade. He believes that strategy will be beneficial both for short-run, macroeconomic reasons (it will stimulate the economy) and for long-run, microeconomic reasons (it will improve productivity). This paper assesses both sets of reasoning, finding that the case for more government investment is significantly weaker than commonly asserted.

Because the United States is at or near full employment with interest rates rising, standard Keynesian arguments do not suggest infrastructure spending financed by borrowing would offer a macroeconomic stimulus. In practice, major projects take years of planning and cannot be used readily to manage the economy anyway.

Historical evidence showing significant positive effects of government infrastructure investments on productivity provides little guidance on the worthiness of new projects today. Congestion and changing demand patterns do necessitate new infrastructure investments, and government spending in certain areas can enhance growth. But U.S. infrastructure is not in the dire physical condition asserted by politicians, scope for more private funding is ample, and resources allocated through the political process are often badly managed and prioritize ambitions that undermine economic performance.

The focus on the supposed stimulus and productivity-enhancing effects of infrastructure spending means policy debates center heavily on government funding. Yet proposals for more federal spending, costly tax credits, or public-private partnerships ignore that the primary barriers to responsive infrastructure relate to structures and incentives. Rather than imposing further costs on taxpayers, the new administration should prioritize localizing decisionmaking, removing regulatory barriers to private investment, encouraging the use of user fees, and removing tax exemptions for public investment.
New U.S. President Donald J. Trump has made infrastructure investment a key plank of his economic agenda. At his victory rally, he promised:

We are going to fix our inner cities and rebuild our highways, bridges, tunnels, airports, schools, hospitals. We’re going to rebuild our infrastructure, which will become, by the way, second to none. And we will put millions of our people to work as we rebuild it.1

His website pledged to “transform America’s crumbling infrastructure into a golden opportunity for accelerated economic growth and more rapid productivity gains.”2 Since the election, his team has reiterated its desire to induce $1 trillion of new infrastructure investment (through public and private funds) over a decade.3 The infrastructure initiative published alongside the 2018 Budget, for example, pledged $200 billion of new federal funds, with the hope this would harness in additional state and private funding up to the $1 trillion target.4

Such an agenda appears to have broad bipartisan support. Senate Democrats are pushing their own package of $1 trillion of investment projects, albeit with a preference for direct deficit financing by the federal government.5 Trump and Senate Democrats are the latest in a long line of politicians and economists to suggest that infrastructure investment could significantly improve economic fortunes in developed countries. Former treasury secretary Larry Summers summed up conventional wisdom last fall when he argued that infrastructure investment “can create quality jobs and provide economic stimulus” and “can expand the economy’s capacity in the medium term.”6

The economic need for more government spending on infrastructure is therefore presented as an open-and-shut case. It offers something to those concerned with both the macroeconomic health of the economy and its capacity for future productivity growth.

For those who believe the economy is operating below its macroeconomic potential, government borrowing to fund infrastructure spending is seen as a means to boost aggregate demand and put idle resources and unemployed people to work. Capital investment projects are believed to have larger economic multipliers than transfers or tax cuts, so investment spending on roads, highways, and bridges is believed to be a particularly effective tool for keeping the economy at its potential.

For those who believe that the macroeconomic foundations of the economy are in a poor state, and that this condition is adversely affecting growth, infrastructure spending allegedly provides essential public goods or greases the wheels of economic activity through improving mobility, enhancing the economy’s capacity to grow.

President Trump’s team has at times used both explanations as justifications for government action. Many of his supporters—wary of Republican opposition to stimulus packages—claim his proposed infrastructure bill is about long-term growth rather than short-term stimulus. However, a leaked letter from the National Governors Association in December indicated that projects considered for federal funds should be “shovel-ready” and a “direct job creator.”7 That sounds suspiciously like the language of macroeconomic stimulus advocates.

This paper assesses whether the macroeconomic and productivity arguments for more government infrastructure spending are robust. Drawing on theory and evidence, it assesses both the general arguments for more infrastructure spending to boost the economy and whether conditions today are conducive to such an agenda. It concludes by examining the most common policy proposals and draws on economic reasoning to suggest alternative means of improving infrastructure development.
discretionary fiscal policy as a means of macroeconomic management. They argue that when an economy is operating below its potential, government purchases, increased transfers, or tax cuts can be used to increase aggregate demand and help put resources back to work.

Infrastructure investment, supposedly, is particularly effective because it is believed to have a high spending multiplier. A dollar spent on government infrastructure investment is said to boost private-sector activity enough that measured gross domestic product (GDP) increases above and beyond the original government investment itself. President Barack Obama’s Council of Economic Advisers, for example, assumed that each $1 investment in infrastructure in the 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Plan would increase GDP by about $1.50 after one year, significantly higher than the multiplier implied by tax cuts (0.66).8

According to the logic of this macroeconomic case for infrastructure spending, government spending can be used seamlessly as a means of alleviating underutilization of resources as demand turns down. Some go further, suggesting that this short-term attempted stimulus will benefit the economy in the longer term too, by preventing labor and capital from suffering a degradation of skills or falling into disrepair.9

**Does Fiscal Stimulus “Work”?**

Whether fiscal policy works to boost short-run GDP has been hotly contested since John Maynard Keynes and F. A. Hayek debated it in the 1930s. Academic economists are divided on the true value of spending multipliers associated with fiscal policy changes, not least because they tend to be time and project specific, while being difficult to estimate because of limited agreement on the appropriate methodological approach.10

Depending on the models used, the circumstances of countries examined, and the type of government spending, empirical work has produced both short-term multiplier values between 0 and 1 (meaning government spending “crowds in” private-sector investment or consumption),11 and multipliers above 1 (meaning government spending “crowds out” private-sector activity),12 and longer-term multipliers might even be negative, meaning deficit-financed spending actually reduces GDP in the longer term (for example, if a high degree of substitution between private and government consumption exists, and government consumption encourages leisure over work).13

Analysis of individual “stimulus” programs tends to be particularly controversial, because it is difficult to disentangle the effects of policy from other factors and to ascertain a clear metric for success. A plurality of studies examining President Obama’s stimulus package suggest that it caused a temporary boost to GDP, for example.14 But much analysis suggests that any uplift was much smaller than expected and came at a high cost, while different components of the package had vastly differing economic effects.15 Certainly, unemployment peaked at a higher level and fell much more slowly than the Obama administration envisaged.16 Advocates of the stimulus claim that was because the crisis was worse than they realized, whereas skeptics of the stimulus believe it was because the stimulus underdelivered.

The problem in ascertaining the effects of fiscal policy changes is they do not occur in a vacuum. Much ink has been spilled on the implicit assumptions underpinning the story told above, not least the potential interaction of any fiscal expansion with monetary policy in an inflation-targeting regime, and whether other policy changes might have actually exacerbated the downturn.17

Nevertheless, the academic literature enables us to draw some broad conclusions about how the structural conditions of economies affect attempted fiscal expansions.

**COUNTRY CHARACTERISTICS.** First, countries with certain characteristics—such as floating exchange rates and high levels of public debt—tend to have low fiscal multipliers in general.18 Government borrowing puts upward pressure on the exchange rate. London School of Economics lecturer Ethan Ilzetzki’s work shows that in a country targeting a fixed exchange
rate, the central bank will try to restore the value of the exchange rate by lowering interest rates, accommodating the fiscal expansion with monetary expansion.\textsuperscript{19} Such action leads to high multipliers. Conversely, in countries with flexible exchange rates and an inflation-targeting regime, central banks will tend to raise interest rates and hence offset the fiscal expansion. Countries with flexible exchange rates therefore see multipliers around 0.

Similarly, he finds highly indebted countries have low government spending multipliers. That is consistent with the idea that highly indebted countries are more likely to experience what economists dub Ricardian equivalence (consumers rein in spending now if government spending increases, realizing taxes will likely rise in the future to finance the borrowing). That reaction offsets any positive effect of the government spending on GDP.

Empirical research and stylized facts about consumption behavior suggest that full Ricardian equivalence is highly unlikely. Although some consumers seem to be forward looking, many consumers behave according to a “rule of thumb,” adjusting their consumption to changes in incomes, even if temporary.\textsuperscript{20} That fact has been backed up by recent empirical work analyzing individuals on unemployment insurance.\textsuperscript{21} If correct, a fiscal expansion would lift GDP and would not be fully offset. That Ilzetzki’s results imply full offset in countries with high debts suggests that consumers are more likely to be aware of the government’s budget constraint when debt levels are high (and perhaps the need for near-term consolidation features in public discourse).

In other words, in countries with floating exchange rates and high public debts, higher public borrowing will at best crowd out significant amounts of private-sector activity, with government spending having a minimal effect on GDP.

\textbf{STATE OF THE ECONOMY AND MONETARY POLICY. }The second broad conclusion shows that fiscal multipliers vary according to the state of the economy. In times when the economy is in a downturn or recession, multipliers tend to be higher than when the economy is growing quickly or at “full employment.” A typical result for the United States suggests that multipliers are 0 during an economic expansion but above 1 during a recession.\textsuperscript{22} This outcome is intuitive; without idle resources, government spending is more likely to crowd out private-sector activity.

The interaction between monetary and fiscal policy is even more important. The economic consensus of the past 40 years holds that, to the extent macroeconomic management in downturns is necessary and desirable, it is best carried out via monetary policy. Many economists believe this holds under all economic conditions, irrespective of the level of interest rates. Some economists believe, though, that the conditions following the financial crisis presented a unique period when fiscal policy could be effective.

The New Keynesian models they cite assume that recessions are caused by a sudden increase in the desire to save following shocks. The central bank can ordinarily correct for that by reducing interest rates. But when nominal rates are already zero, the central bank is unable to fulfill this role, and so government should spend more to put upward pressure on prices, in turn further reducing the real interest rate and so encouraging spending.\textsuperscript{23}

The key point is that fiscal expansions only work effectively to stimulate the economy if the monetary authorities do not offset the effects of the fiscal expansion. Even in most New Keynesian models then, fiscal policy should be limited to use in the special case where nominal interest rates are zero and the monetary authority is below its target for inflation or nominal GDP. That conclusion implicitly assumes that other monetary policy tools, such as quantitative easing, are ineffective when interest rates are zero, which itself is a challengeable claim. The takeaway here, though, is that even according to their own models, New Keynesians should believe fiscal stimulus is effective only under very rare conditions.

\textbf{TIMING AND DOSE. }A third conclusion about the efficacy of fiscal stimulus is that it relies on having accurate information on the state of the economy. That factor is necessary to work
out whether, when, and how much to spend or reduce taxes to attempt to remedy an economy below its potential.

The first seeds of the Great Recession, for example, occurred in December 2007, but the Obama fiscal stimulus package was not agreed on in the United States until 2009, with much of the spending occurring later in 2010. Far from keeping the economy on an even keel, fiscal policy applied at the wrong time has the potential to exacerbate the boom–bust cycle. This problem has been described as the “long and variable” lag argument, put forward by Milton Friedman. Policy tends to take time to operate, and governments often make faulty forecasts about the state of the economy. By the time spending actually comes on board, the health of the economy might be much improved.

Similar concerns about the inaccuracies of assessments of economic health affect the “dose.” Assessing an economy’s potential output to determine how much stimulus is necessary is particularly difficult. In the debate about closing deficits across the world after 2010, many governments revised down the sustainable growth rates of their economies, believing the financial crisis had adversely affected their capacity to grow. A larger proportion of the budget deficits was thus considered “structural,” necessitating further spending cuts to achieve fiscal objectives. But these judgments were highly uncertain. More recent research suggests that revisions to the productive potential of the economy can have self-fulfilling consequences if believed, as forward-looking consumers adjust their spending to changed outlooks for lifetime incomes.

The interaction between federal and state governments adds further complexity in the United States. Even if the federal government could perfectly assess economic health and the stimulus required to reach economic potential, a spending program might “crowd out” state spending activity, thus having no net effect on government spending overall. A new report by economist William Dupor of the Federal Reserve of St. Louis gives a specific example of this outcome in relation to highway funding under the 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. He finds that “as states spent Recovery Act highway grants, many simultaneously slashed their own contributions to highway infrastructure, freeing up state dollars for other uses,” and that receiving grants appeared to have no causal relationship on total state spending. His finding backs up other research suggesting that states used the increased federal spending as an opportunity to accumulate financial assets during the earliest phases of the Recovery Act, a potential problem with stimulus schemes long noted by prominent economists. In a seminal paper as far back as 1956, economist E. Cary Brown outlined how the economic effects of federal expansions in the 1930s were undermined by the “contractive effects of state and local governments.” Indeed, the recent 2018 budget infrastructure initiative acknowledged that the “flexibility to use Federal dollars to pay for essentially local infrastructure projects has created an unhealthy dynamic in which State and local governments delay projects in the hope of receiving Federal funds.”

THE LONGER-TERM EFFECTS. Finally, given that the primary aim of fiscal expansions is to put resources to work for the short term, the stimulus theory says nothing about what the money should be spent on and how that might affect economic activity in the medium to long term. Temporary borrowing may actually worsen the long-term growth potential of the economy because of the costs associated with financing the spending and misallocating resources.

Let’s assume that Keynesian theories work in practice and the federal government increased investment spending for one year. Any temporary GDP boost associated with the increase in spending in Year 1 will be offset by cuts to that spending of an equivalent amount at some later date. Governments will also have to service the increase in the debt burden, with higher taxes paid to cover interest payments on the debt in the long term. If the deleterious effect of the long-run tax hikes on productivity growth exceeds any productivity benefit of the temporary spending, then
There’s no such thing as shovel-ready projects.

the long-run effect of a fiscal expansion will be contractionary for the economy.

Stimulus measures also have the potential to undermine long-term growth potential by misallocating resources. Economist and political commentator Paul Krugman once articulated the logical conclusion of the case for government discretionary borrowing during recessions when he argued that a fake alien invasion could end the post-financial crisis slump if governments were to spend hugely on defense and military equipment. Yet such spending would have been economically useless in the longer term, retarding the growth potential of the economy by misallocating resources away from productive activity.32

In a real-life example, President Obama’s “Cash for Clunkers” program saw the federal government pay automobile dealers between $3,500 and $4,500 each time a customer traded in an older, less fuel-efficient vehicle and purchased a newer, more fuel-efficient vehicle. That program incentivized people to dispose of cars prematurely, with some cars ultimately destroyed, wasting resources. The result was at best a short-run boost to output that was later reversed,33 but it may have actually reduced overall spending, because many who traded in subsequently bought much cheaper fuel-efficient cars than they would have done otherwise.34

The mere act of engaging in stimulus spending can be a further drag on the economy by creating uncertainty about future policy or by providing incentives for companies and entrepreneurs to invest in unproductive rent-seeking activities.

Some economists, such as Larry Summers and Brad DeLong, counter that temporary government spending in downturns can in fact raise the long-term productive potential of the economy. In their view, if the economy operates below potential over long periods, workers’ skills waste away and a dearth of investment reduces the capital stock, generating a phenomenon known as “hysteresis.” Preventing this erosion of skills and underinvestment can therefore raise potential output if the temporary spending can prevent resources from falling idle.

For this analysis to hold, however, we have to presume that temporary spending by government will permanently maintain the skills of workers and that, absent the spending, workers would not have retrained. In essence, government must have the knowledge to bridge the gap in the short term and to generate the private-sector skills or investment to replace the subsequently withdrawn government spending. In her comment on the Summers-DeLong paper, economist Valerie Ramey showed that little evidence exists for the idea that temporary increases in government spending raise output in the long run.35

Is Government Infrastructure Investment the Best Tool for Fiscal Stimulus?

Even if we accept that fiscal policy works as expected, a key question is whether infrastructure investment is the best mechanism for delivering a stimulus.

Keynesian economists frequently cite multiplier estimates suggesting government investment spending has significantly bigger effects than either tax cuts or government consumption spending.36 Yet much counter-evidence is available. International Monetary Fund (IMF) analysis, for example, has found that government investment has largely indistinguishable multipliers from government consumption spending for open, flexible exchange rate countries or for highly indebted governments. In fact, a growing literature (primarily based on so-called narrative studies) suggests that tax-based stimulus programs may be more effective for short-term growth.37 More recent analysis also suggests that tax rate increases have far worse effects on output than public spending cuts in fiscal consolidation programs.38

One reason government investment spending might be an ineffective form of fiscal stimulus is that infrastructure projects have long lead times. Even if we accurately assess the “demand deficiency” of the economy, undertaking investment to coincide with a recession or slowdown is difficult. In the words of the IMF, infrastructure investments “require
coordination among federal, state, and local governments and have to go through a long process of planning, bidding, contracting, construction, and evaluation.”

Government-imposed constraints, such as land-use planning laws and environmental audits, often delay projects. President Obama realized that fact in relation to his stimulus program, acknowledging as far back as 2010 that “there’s no such thing as shovel-ready projects.” By the end of 2009, actual infrastructure spending was just 10 percent of that authorized for the year.

Such delays can severely limit any positive effect of the spending and may even exacerbate the downturn. The expectation of productive government spending and hence higher living standards reduces work effort today, but if the project is delayed then that outweighs any positive effect on labor and output from the actual spending. In fact, the IMF attributes delays as a potential explanation to why President Obama’s stimulus package made much less of a dent on unemployment than expected. By the second quarter of 2010, President Obama’s economics team had expected the unemployment rate to have fallen to 7.5 percent. In fact, it was 9.6 percent. (Other factors might explain the difference between forecasts and outcomes, not least fiscal stimulus working less well than expected or the legacy effects of the financial crisis being more severe than believed.)

In contrast to investment spending, changes to tax rates can be implemented and reversed more quickly (subject to political and legislative restraints). They can also provide positive supply-side effects by improving incentives to work, save, and invest. To the extent that we expect fiscal stimulus to work as Keynesian theory would predict, delays associated with infrastructure expenditure might mean tax cuts are more effective.

In addition to short-run concerns, political considerations mean government investment spending might worsen longer-term economic performance if used for short-term demand management. In deciding to use infrastructure spending to directly support jobs, boost the economies of certain localities, or find “shovel-ready” projects, programs may be selected that undermine the economy in the longer term.

If short-term jobs are a primary concern, more labor may be used for projects than is economically efficient, meaning higher costs for taxpayers. “Jobs” are a cost, not a benefit, of investments, and those “created” come only through the diversion of resources and opportunities from other parts of the economy. To highlight that fact, Milton Friedman is frequently quoted as reacting to the absence of heavy machinery in a canal built in Asia in the 1960s by asking why the project was being undertaken by men with shovels. Upon being told it was a “jobs program,” he said: “I thought you were trying to build a canal. If you really want to create jobs, then by all means give these men spoons, not shovels.”

Attempts to allocate funds to certain localities may likewise pour resources into regions with poor economic fundamentals when the same investment could have been better used to improve connectivity for regions with more growth potential. Funneling money quickly into “shovel-ready” projects may lead to bad decisionmaking and encourage rent seeking. As noted, guidance sent to governors by President Trump’s transition team suggested that projects considered for federal support should include those that were “shovel ready” and direct job creators, and that would support manufacturing employment. Given the leaked priority list of projects, moreover, resources might also be allocated according to the political party landscape in different states.

Attempts to boost demand in the short term can therefore lead to investment in projects producing unproductive capital in the longer term. If so, as IMF analysis has found, the need to adjust for the temporary fiscal expansion through cuts to transfer programs, increased government consumption, and especially tax increases in the future can actually contract the economy in the longer term.
The unemployment rate has been below the current 4.4 percent rate in only 5 percent of all monthly observations since 1970.

Does a Case for a Government Infrastructure Fiscal Stimulus Exist Now?

All this is moot for the United States right now. Macroeconomic indicators show little evidence that the economy requires a fiscal stimulus on Keynesian grounds, or that it would be effective or desirable.

The U.S. economy is close to “full employment.” The civilian unemployment rate currently stands at 4.4 percent, having fallen from an official high of 10 percent in October 2009 (Figure 1). The current rate is below the Congressional Budget Office (CBO)’s estimate for the “natural rate of unemployment” of 4.7 percent. The unemployment rate has been below the current 4.4 percent rate in only 5 percent of all monthly observations since 1970. Labor-market tightening is also evidenced by other indicators returning to precrisis levels. The job openings rate is now above that seen precrisis, and the layoff and discharge rates below, whereas quit rates are about the same (Figure 2).

It is true that the overall civilian employment-to-population ratio—which fell substantially after 2008—has failed to reach its precrisis level (Figure 3). But drilling down further shows that the employment rate for 25- to 54-year-olds, although not fully recovered, is still relatively high historically and has rebounded to 78.3 percent from 74.8 percent in 2009 (compared with an average of 80.1 percent from 1997 to 2007). A big part of the story behind the lower overall work rates is older people opting out of the formal labor market, a structural story at least partly explained by demographic trends. It seems unlikely that significant numbers of these “discouraged” workers are the civil engineers or construction workers most likely to be employed in major infrastructure projects.

Other measures of unemployment, including the U.S. Department of Labor’s U-5 unemployment rate (which adds discouraged and other marginally attached workers) and U-6 unemployment rate (which adds those
It would not seem the time to raise discretionary borrowing through an infrastructure program.

part-time for economic reasons) are back to the levels of the mid-2000s.

True, recent analysis by Regis Barnichon and Geert Mesters suggests that accounting more comprehensively for an aging population widens slack in the market, raising the unemployment rate by 0.3 percentage points.\textsuperscript{44} But this rate is still around the CBO’s estimate for the natural rate, and the construction industry unemployment rate (which seems a particularly relevant measure of spare capacity for an infrastructure program) was lower in every single month of 2016 than the equivalent month in 2007 before the financial crisis.\textsuperscript{45} Any attempted macroeconomic stimulus through infrastructure investment would therefore be likely to crowd out other construction activity.

Given that the Federal Reserve Bank (Fed) has begun to raise its target rate, the interaction between monetary and fiscal policy outlined above would imply that fiscal multipliers are near zero, too. Paul Krugman, for example, wrote a year ago:

Spending can be withdrawn later on without hurting employment, because once you’re out of the liquidity trap the Fed can offset the contractionary effects of a fiscal tightening by holding off on the monetary tightening it would otherwise have pursued.\textsuperscript{46}

Other economic fundamentals suggest low fiscal multipliers right now as well. U.S. federal public debt stands at over 77 percent of GDP. The long-term outlook for the public finances is dire, driven by rising entitlement spending reflective of demographic trends and rising health care costs. The federal deficit is projected to be 2.9 percent in 2017, but if current policies remain largely unchanged, the CBO estimates that the annual deficit would rise to

\textsuperscript{44} Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Job Openings and Labor Turnover.
Few economists nowadays argue that fiscal stimulus is necessary or desirable. Ben Bernanke, former chair of the Federal Reserve, summed this up best when he wrote, “Today, with the economy approaching full employment, the need for demand-side stimulus, while perhaps not entirely gone, is surely much less than it was three or four years ago.”

Nevertheless, some economists continue to justify increases in spending. Krugman has previously suggested infrastructure investment as stimulus would be an “insurance,” given the U.S. economy remains close to having interest rates at zero. In his view, a possible downturn could lead to a position where once more the central bank has to slash interest rates. More government investment today could therefore help lift the natural rate of interest, giving more room for the Fed to cut interest rates in the future should a downturn appear.

Yet this argument only goes to show that 4 percent of GDP over the next decade. That estimate is largely due to a continued growth in spending on Social Security and Medicare. Even this scenario would envisage taxes rising 1 percentage point above the average of the past five decades.

Against such a backdrop, a period of sustained growth would seem an appropriate time to consolidate the public finances through spending restraint and long-term entitlement reform. Theory would also suggest that any stimulus would be less powerful, as consumers and investors are increasingly aware of possible future tax increases. It would not seem the time to raise discretionary borrowing through an infrastructure stimulus program.

As a result, few economists nowadays argue that fiscal stimulus is necessary or desirable. Ben Bernanke, former chair of the Federal Reserve, summed this up best when he wrote, “Today, with the economy approaching full employment, the need for demand-side stimulus, while perhaps not entirely gone, is surely much less than it was three or four years ago.”

Nevertheless, some economists continue to justify increases in spending. Krugman has previously suggested infrastructure investment as stimulus would be an “insurance,” given the U.S. economy remains close to having interest rates at zero. In his view, a possible downturn could lead to a position where once more the central bank has to slash interest rates. More government investment today could therefore help lift the natural rate of interest, giving more room for the Fed to cut interest rates in the future should a downturn appear.

Yet this argument only goes to show that...
infrastructure investment, as a “fiscal stimulus,” will not boost GDP. Any economic boost brought about by the higher investment spending would be offset by the Fed raising interest rates.

Krugman gets around this by implying that the Fed has raised interest rates prematurely, meaning they may currently be above their natural rate, dragging the economy below its full employment potential. For fiscal stimulus to raise GDP, the Fed would then have to about-turn on its view that interest rates should be raised and to decide not to offset any fiscal stimulus with monetary tightening. Krugman would have to be right and the Fed wrong about the economy having plenty of spare capacity, and the infrastructure investment would have to be delivered promptly. For the reasons outlined, these conditions seem unlikely. The cyclical position and structural state of the U.S. economy suggest that a federal investment–led fiscal stimulus neither is necessary nor would be effective.

**INFRASTRUCTURE SPENDING TO IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY**

A separate case says significant public infrastructure investment is necessary to enhance productivity. According to this view, the United States has an “infrastructure deficit”—a need for maintenance or new infrastructure—given current demands or projections of future economic activity. Absent this investment, potential growth will be diminished.

The growth performance of the economy has been sluggish compared with past recoveries, and the Federal Reserve believes the long-term sustainable annual growth rate of the economy is now a mere 1.8 percent. The sustained downturn in productivity even as unemployment has fallen suggests a problem on the supply side of the economy, perhaps because the conditions for growth are getting harder or bad policies are producing a strong headwind against robust productivity growth.

In such an environment and with interest rates still low, so the argument goes, this is an opportune time for the government to invest in roads, rail, energy, housing, and ports that will facilitate robust productivity growth in future.

**Can Good Infrastructure Enhance Economic Growth?**

Few economists would argue that better infrastructure would not, all else equal, enhance a country’s economic potential.

Consider a new highway that reduces the connection time between two cities. A reduction in travel times lowers costs for businesses requiring the movement of inputs and labor through production and delivery. Lower costs boost a company’s profits and increase its use of roads between the routes, because of the effective fall in the price of transportation. Provided markets are contestable and competitive, in time profit opportunities induce companies and individuals to relocate to the area now connected through improved transport links. The ultimate beneficiaries are customers who enjoy lower prices on final goods.

Some of the new activity will simply be displacement from other regions. But overall economic activity will have increased as a result of better connectivity. Productive infrastructure reduces costs and expands markets, allowing better realization of factor specialization and agglomeration effects. The inverse applies too. Worsening connections caused by disrepair or outmoded facilities raise input prices and reduce the beneficial effects of specialization.

Of course, infrastructure investment uses scarce resources. To assess whether a particular investment has truly raised productivity, it must be judged against alternative uses of the funds. The extent to which improved infrastructure actually feeds through into productivity improvements also depends on how much the lowered costs compare with the total cost of production. That is why all individual proposals should be judged on their own merits. But what is clear is that a strong theoretical basis exists for believing that good infrastructure improves productivity.
Historical examples of private-sector delivery suggest that the ‘market failure’ arguments for public investment are weaker than often asserted.

Is Government Investment the Best Means of Delivering Infrastructure?

What is the best means of achieving infrastructure investments to enhance productivity and long-run growth? Do we need public investment and planning through government, or are free markets capable of enhancing supply as demands change?

The justifications for government provision or oversight of infrastructure projects can be split into three broad categories: (a) markets fail and require government correction; (b) the cost of government borrowing is cheap, and it is economical for governments to invest; and (c) governments can put social ambitions above narrow commercial interests. The following sections evaluate each of those justifications.

**MARKET FAILURE.** Transport and water infrastructure are said to share some of the features of “public goods,” meaning they might be unprovided or underprovided in a free market. The Brookings Institution gives the example of a levee. Once built, a levee provides flood protection for an entire town or village. Because nobody can be effectively excluded from its benefits, voluntary payments would unlikely occur for the levee before development. Individuals would have an incentive to free-ride on the generosity of others. In the absence of government provision, the levee would not be built.

In other words, government involvement in infrastructure provision can theoretically help solve a collective action problem to improve social welfare. Taking road construction as an example, the government may be better placed than private actors to deal with the transaction costs associated with construction spanning the property of different landowners. In other cases, socially beneficial investment might take place only alongside government privileges, such as noncompete clauses or agreements inserted into contracts for toll road development to allow investors relative certainty on returns by restricting the development of competing roads nearby.

Many (particularly large) projects certainly have significant external effects too, whether environmental spillovers, noise pollution, or displacement to surrounding areas. When assigning clear property rights and compensation is not possible, it is believed that government can intervene to ensure that these social costs and social benefits are considered.

Yet historical examples of private-sector delivery suggest that the “market failure” arguments for public investment are weaker than often asserted. Virtually the entire rail network in the United Kingdom (UK) was privately built and operated for more than 100 years before its nationalization following World War II. In the United States, the pioneering Philadelphia and Lancaster Turnpike Corporation began building private turnpikes in the late 18th century and for the first third of the 19th century, private companies built thousands of miles of road.

The private sector can and does build roads and railways now. Road owners can and do charge tolls for use when they can, whereas railway owners can buy up the land around their tracks and thus capitalize on the appreciation in land values following the development of a rail line. In many other countries, airports and associated infrastructure are privately owned and delivered, with the government’s role often limited to applying a framework to deal with land-use planning, spillover issues, or complementary infrastructure in the surrounding area. Investors in London’s Heathrow Airport, for example, recently agreed to a plan to deliver £650 million ($810 billion) in additional investment in 2019. The biggest barriers to private investment in major projects are often regulatory or related to uncertainty (discussed later).

Correcting for “market failures” also tends to be a lot more difficult in practice than in theory. Most activities have external effects that are highly uncertain. The mere presence of externalities is not a sufficient condition to justify government action. It may be that private returns are still high enough that a project would be undertaken anyway, even though it has additional social benefits. With scarce resources, it is also necessary to review not just whether a project has some social benefits, but also...
whether the social rate of return is high compared with other uses of funds. There is even some evidence that some things traditionally thought to be public goods, such as lighthouses, actually get produced in a market economy.

We should be skeptical then of those who use “market failures” as a justification for widespread government provision of infrastructure. That is not to say that some worthy projects would not be produced in a market economy. Government should undertake certain infrastructure projects if they are strongly socially desirable but not privately profitable. But that is likely to occur much less frequently than commonly believed. What is more, most projects with significant spillover effects tend to require highly localized knowledge, meaning state or local government would be better placed than the federal government to undertake any investment.

**CHEAP GOVERNMENT BORROWING.** A less convincing argument says government should undertake large-scale investment because government borrowing is cheap. With real interest rates very low in 2015, Nobel laureate Robert Shiller argued, “The government should be borrowing, it would seem, heavily and investing in anything that yields a positive return.” The Brookings Institution recently employed similar logic, suggesting low rates should also be inducing private-sector investment. Many are puzzled by the private sector’s not taking advantage of this “near-free” money to invest in anything with a positive return. Surely, in this environment, they say, it makes sense for government to “step up.”

The mistake here is to conflate a less costly time to invest with a “good time” to invest. Take the example of a toll road. If the long-term outlook indicates the growth or the population of an area will slow, then expected use of the toll road would fall, as would demand for investment. That result would lower equilibrium interest rates. Even if the interest rates are lower, it would not be a good time to invest because demand for the toll road would be falling, lowering revenue expectations.

Similar logic applies to government investment in transport infrastructure without user fees. If demand for transportation use is falling for structural reasons, then any investment will have far fewer economic benefits, even if costs have fallen. The overall attractiveness of the project might be unchanged or may have deteriorated. Examining what has happened to interest rates alone tells us little about whether undertaking a project is worthwhile.

The fact that private-sector companies are not investing massively at low rates in infrastructure projects suggests that it may simply not be a good time to invest generally. The explanation might be because expected returns are poor. But it also might be because uncertainty is high.

Infrastructure investment comes with significant political risk. In France, the government declared it would limit increases in tolls on roads, despite contractual agreements with operating companies allowing increases via inflation-linked formulas. In Spain, a British investment fund took legal action against the government after it attempted to lower airport tariffs, despite a guarantee that they would be fixed for 10 years after privatization. The Norwegian government likewise stands accused of changing the regulatory framework surrounding oil pipelines after investments were made. Political risks of this kind are amplified when projects have exceptionally long lead times, with environmental and other policy decisions potentially being altered midproject.

Political risk comes on top of risks associated with construction costs and usage, some of which might be correlated with general economic health. There will be uncertainties unrelated to GDP too. The success or otherwise of high-speed rail and much mass transit, for example, is strongly linked to the potential for technological change, not least driverless cars. Private investors may fear the whole venture will become obsolete.

That the private sector fails to invest in such projects does not show “market failures” in many instances. It merely shows that private investors consider the project too risky or uneconomic. This is something politicians
For political gain, politicians also grant funds to prestige or so-called ribbon-cutting projects.

Social, Rather than Commercial, Aims. Private companies will invest in projects in which they can make a profit. Governments can invest to achieve other social objectives. That argument is often heard for government-led investment. Of course, in many cases, that is at odds with the claim that government will invest prudently to raise productivity, although in some cases—such as those in which environmental projects help correct externalities—the two need not be incompatible. Nevertheless, resources for infrastructure allocated through the political process clearly seek other objectives, often with economic costs.

Short-term job creation is often one declared objective. Trump’s team has promised to prioritize schemes that directly create jobs. Yet, as noted previously, jobs are a cost to projects. If “job creation” is a target of government investment, then projects may be chosen and delivered in a less efficient manner than they could be, raising the burden on taxpayers through making infrastructure delivery more expensive.

Regional favoritism and pork-barrel spending often occur too. Infamously, in July 2005, Congress passed a bill that included earmarked funds for the Gravina Bridge in Alaska, the so-called Bridge to Nowhere. It was not funded with a view toward maximizing returns or allocating funds according to market demands. It is well-known that Amtrak has historically allocated resources for investment to rural areas with low population densities at the behest of politicians. The Highway Trust Fund also allocates funds seemingly divorced from needs. A 2013 paper found that states with greater highway use or a larger highway system did relatively badly with regard to federal aid. The CBO echoes this criticism, noting that “spending on highways does not correspond very well with how the roads are used and valued.”

For political gain, politicians also grant funds to prestige or so-called ribbon-cutting projects, rather than to projects with the highest economic returns, such as maintenance, repair, and bottlenecks. Consider that federal funds have been granted to the California High-Speed Rail scheme, which originally had a purported benefit–cost ratio of about 2. The estimated costs for this project have since expanded rapidly and are still rising, taking the estimated benefit–cost ratio closer to 1 already. Meanwhile, other schemes with much higher benefit–cost ratios have not received funds. The outgoing Obama administration highlighted the $8 billion Hampton Roads highway project, for example, that had a benefit–cost ratio of about 4.

Choosing to prioritize investments that do not have the highest returns is a phenomenon not unique to the United States. In the United Kingdom, the coalition government’s 2010 Comprehensive Spending Review (which aimed to reduce government expenditure in light of a huge budget deficit) led to deferral, cancellation, or review of a host of road schemes with average benefit–cost ratios of 6.8, 3.2, and 4.2, respectively. Yet the government pushed on with plans for a high-speed rail project between London and Birmingham despite the high-speed line’s purported benefit–cost ratio of just 1.2. New historical evidence suggests a potential rationale: grand infrastructure projects can help boost electoral performance.

Quirks in funding allocation also mean that on occasion politicians threaten the withdrawal of resources for infrastructure to achieve political objectives. Recent news reports suggest President Trump may cut transportation funding as a means of punishing so-called sanctuary cities. Allocating funds according to a city’s application of immigration laws—disregarding the congestion or other needs of the locality—is clearly not economically optimal.

That government investments are not bound by market discipline and often become
The political process does not lend itself well to effective targeting and monitoring for investment.
investment and growth is extremely mixed. It stems from three types of analysis: (a) cross-country regressions, (b) individual country case studies, and (c) time series work on the United States.

Using large panel data sets across countries, the most up-to-date evidence for advanced economies suggests small but significant positive effects of government investment on productivity growth, with a 10 percent increase in infrastructure assets raising GDP by 0.7 percent. These approaches, which regress growth on public investment, are believed by many to be the best means of measuring the true effect of investment, because they capture all potential spillovers to the broader economy.

Even here, estimates have considerable differences, depending on the countries, time periods, or types of investments examined. As an example, a 2014 study by Andrew Warner for the IMF focusing on 126 low- to middle-income economies (where one might have thought infrastructure investment more essential) found, for example, “no robust evidence that the investment booms exerted a long-term positive impact on the level of GDP.” Although a case for eliminating transport bottlenecks exists, the study found in its examination of case studies “no evidence that rational selection of public investments according to sound economic criteria was ever seriously followed.”

There is also a range of methodological difficulties associated with cross-sectional regressions, not least because of the potential two-way relationship between growth and investment and important omitted variables (such as the tax increases needed to finance the investment in some cases).

Individual country-specific case studies show more clearly that substantial infrastructure investment is neither a necessary nor sufficient condition for robust growth. Japan’s huge outlays (according to an article in the *New York Times*, the country spent $6.3 trillion on “construction-related public investment” between 1991 and 2008) produced, among other things, the world’s best-rated rail system. Yet productivity increased three and a half times more between 1970 and 1990 than between 1991 and 2011.

Spain, likewise, was left with empty airports following its infrastructure drive. A recent assessment of a host of major projects in China also showed that a great deal of infrastructure investment was plagued by cost overruns and overestimated benefits, with 35 percent of the projects having a benefit-to-cost ratio below 1. That is, they led to a net loss in economic value.

Given that the United States has different institutions and policy frameworks than other countries, one has to be careful in generalizing conclusions from elsewhere. Instead, policymakers point to America’s own historical record.

Three decades ago, the scholarly consensus was that U.S. spending on infrastructure yields great public benefits. The work of Bates College economist David Aschauer in the late 1980s purported to show huge returns on public capital using time series data and hence attributed a large portion of the productivity growth slowdown following the postwar boom to a decline in public investment spending. Similarly positive results were found by Federal Reserve Bank of Boston (and later Boston College) economist Alicia Munnell. This quarter-century-old work still dominates publications seeking increases in infrastructure spending today.

But these studies are believed to have a range of important methodological problems. Edward Gramlich showed convincingly that Aschauer’s estimates were too high to be plausible. More recent analysis suggests much more modest effects of public investment on postwar growth rates.

Historic work, as with evidence from other countries, can get us only so far with regard to lessons for future policy. That public capital investment historically increased growth tells us nothing of the desirability or growth effects of new projects, which should be judged on their own merits. That should be obvious on a conceptual level. The fact that some bridges in the past have enhanced growth tells us nothing of the desirability of a new bridge today.

Take the interstate highway system as a
specific example. John Fernald’s work found that its construction substantially boosted productivity in industries closely associated with road use, bringing with it a one-time boost to U.S. economic growth. Yet more recent assessments have found that too many new highways were built between 1983 and 2003 and that marginal extensions to the highway system tend not to increase social welfare. The reason is the cost savings of reducing travel times are small relative to incomes and prices. That is one reason that meta-analysis suggests that the productivity gains from public capital investment have fallen over time.

That is not to say that in areas with genuine bottlenecks, where heavy congestion has deleterious effects on labor markets, new investments do not make sense. The key lesson is we cannot make generalized claims about the benefits of “infrastructure investment” without judging the worthiness of individual projects. Evidence from cross-country regressions and historical data may be interesting in their own right, but they do little to inform us about whether new projects will be beneficial.

**Does a Need for Significant Government Infrastructure Investment Exist Now?**

White House Press Secretary Sean Spicer recently explained how the Oroville Dam emergency was a “textbook example” of the consequences of the nation’s aging infrastructure. “Dams, bridges, roads, and all ports around the country have fallen into disrepair,” he said. “In order to prevent the next disaster we will pursue the president’s vision for an overhaul of our nation’s crumbling infrastructure.”

The true state of American infrastructure is better than Spicer suggested. But even if the claims of widespread disrepair were true, would full repair and upgrades of existing infrastructure be a good proxy for how much government infrastructure investment is needed?

Absent real markets, how much infrastructure is wanted or needed is difficult to quantify. What level of congestion would drivers on a particular road be able to tolerate before they were willing to finance road expansion? Clearly, eliminating all congestion with 15-lane freeways would be prohibitively expensive. So how far should a road expansion go? How often should it be repaired? How much transportation should be by train? How much money should be spent on research and development for completely new ways of meeting transportation demand?

Markets are good at finding the optimal mix of infrastructure spending over time and rewarding those that are better at satisfying demand. Governments, even with the best of intentions, lack the necessary knowledge to find that mix. Without effective pricing in most cases for infrastructure, the government is simply unable to judge when new investments make economic sense.

In markets, investments are made when they are believed to be profitable. For government projects, cost–benefit analysis of new projects can be undertaken to decide where scarce resources are most needed for highest returns. But even with this framework, it is impossible to perceive whether enlightened transport technocrats will be able to perfectly estimate the balance of benefits and costs of any new development. We have already seen the overoptimism bias for big projects and the prospect that politicians may prioritize projects with lower returns for political reasons. Even assuming benefits and costs can be estimated accurately, that does not tell us anything about “how much” should be invested in infrastructure projects overall.

In the absence of guidance on this issue, different proxies for how much “should” be invested are quoted in public debate. Most commonly cited are surveys by the American Society of Civil Engineers, which believes the United States needs to invest $4.6 trillion in infrastructure between now and 2025. Its work assesses the condition of infrastructure, estimating how much it would cost to improve the infrastructure to a set standard as measured by eight different criteria: (a) capacity, (b) condition, (c) funding, (d) future need, (e) operation and maintenance, (f) public safety, (g) resilience, and (h) innovation.

Yet although all those variables have merit,
combining them in this way to get an aggregate figure of cost tells us little about what we “should” invest if one considered pure market demands. A cynic might point out that engineers have an incentive to exaggerate the amount of investment that is desirable. Indeed, investigations by CNN found the group’s estimates for infrastructure spending needs were much higher than the sum of those outlined by federal agencies.86

The quality of U.S. infrastructure actually appears relatively high when compared with other developed nations. The World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Report ranks the United States 11th in the world for infrastructure overall, placing it ahead of many advanced economies, such as Australia, Belgium, Canada, and all of Scandinavia. Subindexes rank the United States 12th for roads, 13th for railroads, 10th for ports, and 9th for air transportation. The United States’ overall infrastructure position would be higher still were it not for relatively low numbers of mobile-cellular telephone subscriptions and landlines per head of population, where America ranks 66th and 25th, respectively.87

Most of the variables used to construct these indexes are survey based, bringing the disadvantage of varying expectations across countries. The Kiel Institute’s more objective measures of capacity relative to the size of the country puts the United States as high as fourth in the world overall and third for transportation infrastructure, behind only the city-states of Hong Kong and Singapore, which clearly have very different characteristics.88

Further, the U.S. government is not currently spending less on investment than other countries either. Gross government fixed capital formation in the United States is projected to be 2.9 percent in 2017, above the average of 2.6 percent for members of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. That number is lower than the U.S. average of 4.1 percent since 1960, certainly, but according to the CBO, spending on transportation, drinking water, and wastewater infrastructure amounted to 2.4 percent of GDP in 2014—a figure that has remained fairly stable for the past 30 years.89

Of course, these capacity and spending measures tell us little about the quality of infrastructure, or about the needs of a major economy that is on the international technological frontier. Politicians usually focus on these metrics in making the case for new investments.

Politicians continuously talk of creaking and crumbling roads, highways, and bridges in particular. Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton went as far as to say, “We have bridges that are right now too dangerous to drive on, although people take a deep breath and drive across them.”90 The picture painted is one of U.S. infrastructure falling into dire disrepair.

The actual evidence is mixed. It is regularly reported that 58,791 U.S. bridges are “structurally deficient,” and 84,124 are “functionally obsolete,” for example.91 That is as high as 9.6 percent and 13.7 percent of the total 611,845 U.S. bridges, respectively. With such scary-sounding terms and several instances of bridges actually collapsing, no wonder politicians and the public are spooked.

Rarely highlighted, though, are the definitions of these terms and the trends. “Functionally obsolete” does not mean unsafe but refers to the geometrics of the bridge relative to the geometrics of modern design standards. As such, older bridges are more likely to be declared “functionally obsolete” simply by virtue of when they were built. Likewise, “the classification of a bridge as structurally deficient does not mean that it is likely to collapse or that it is unsafe,” explains the Federal Highway Administration. “Bridges are considered structurally deficient if significant load-carrying elements are in poor condition due to deterioration or damage.”92

The really important fact is, bridge quality has actually improved substantially since 1990. The proportion of bridges qualifying as structurally deficient and functionally obsolete was as high as 24.1 percent and 17.5 percent, respectively, back then, and the proportion of bridges believed to be structurally deficient has seen nearly annual improvement.
Roadway congestion has also become more acute over the long term.

Figure 4
Proportion of Bridges Qualifying as Structurally Deficient or Functionally Obsolete

Source: U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, Office of Bridge Technology, National Bridge Inventory, Count of Bridges by Highway System.

ever since. That holds for both urban and rural bridges. (See Figure 4.)

Concern about the physical conditions may stem from individual catastrophic events, such as the I-35W Mississippi River bridge collapse in Minneapolis in 2007. But those are rarities and tell us little about the consequences of the bridge statistics outlined above. In 2007, when the I-35W bridge collapsed, it was labeled as structurally deficient, for example, but so were 74,055 bridges that did not collapse. In fact, the bridge had been so labeled for the previous 17 years. Inspections have since shown that the bridge’s design was flawed from the start.

Many other measures of quality tell a similar story of improvement. Since 1986, airport runway pavement conditions have improved significantly, with the proportion of pavements registered as good rising from 63.5 percent to 80.5 percent in 2016.99 The Federal Highway Administration estimates that the miles traveled on the National Highway System of “good” ride quality increased from 48 percent in 2000 to 60 percent in 2010, and miles traveled under “acceptable” ride quality increased from 91 percent to 93 percent.94 These improvements continued between 2010 and 2012.95

That is not to downplay problems. So-called collector roads—those capacity roads that tend to provide access to residential property—have seen a decline in the proportion regarded as “good quality” in both urban and rural areas. Roadway congestion has also become more acute over the long term. A substantial increase has occurred in the annual person-hours of highway traffic delay per auto commuter across all types of areas, although it has not really increased in recent years (see Figure 5). Similar stories are observed in delays to journeys in peak time against free-flowing traffic and in road congestion indexes.
Tales of a transportation ‘infrastructure crisis’ are exaggerated."

Rail and transit systems appear to be the main areas with observable deterioration. The proportion of rail transit stations believed to be in excellent or good condition fell from 61 percent in 1995 to 24.9 percent by 2006, with a significant increase in the proportion regarded as substandard.96 The average age of all types of urban transit rail vehicles has also increased since 1990,97 whereas the proportion of urban bus facilities rated substandard or poor rose from 23.7 percent to 36.3 percent between 1997 and 2006.98

Yet although older vehicles and facilities may contribute to the feeling of creaking infrastructure, replacing them may not lead to greatly improved service. It may even be that in some cases neglect is deliberate and reflective of falling demand for the service. Rather than highlight the scale of investment required, the evidence shown actually says more about who pays for infrastructure and the incentives it creates. As Cato Institute’s Randal O’Toole has noted, “The difference between state highways, which are in good condition, local roads, which are in fair condition, and transit systems, which are in poor condition, is simple: State road maintenance is paid for almost entirely out of user fees; local road maintenance is paid for by a combination of taxes and user fees; while transit maintenance is paid for entirely out of taxes.”99

The incentive to keep transport networks well maintained is stronger when the operator has a stake in the future revenues associated with the asset. That suggests that policymakers’ focus on creating public revenue streams for infrastructure misses the point. A more fruitful policy agenda would be to shift toward revenue streams from tolling and user fees and to move away from government taxes and spending.

Indeed, it is difficult not to conclude from

Figure 5
Annual Person-Hours of Highway Traffic Delay Per Auto Commuter

Source: Texas Transportation Institute, Congestion Data for Your City.
the overall available evidence that tales of a transportation “infrastructure crisis” are exaggerated, and the case for significant investment on “disrepair” grounds is not clear-cut. Most of the aggregate indicators cited in public debate purportedly showing how much “should” be invested are arbitrary and do not have an economic rationale. To get infrastructure provision that is responsive to people’s wants and needs, we need more in the way of market signals.

**IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY**

Changing patterns of demand and acute points of congestion require investment in maintenance and expansion. The real aim should be to have an institutional framework in which investment is responsive to economic wants and needs. When social returns are high and the private sector will not invest, then government can improve prospects. But more scope for private-sector delivery of infrastructure in the United States clearly exists.

Nevertheless, most debate on infrastructure policy starts with the premise that more infrastructure investment is necessary and then asks where the funds will come from to finance it. Having argued against significant new federal spending, this study uses the following sections to draw on the lessons noted to discuss the mooted proposals to use infrastructure tax credits and PPPs to raise funds. It concludes by highlighting a range of policies the Trump administration should consider to improve the framework for infrastructure decisionmaking and delivery without increasing the burden on taxpayers.

**Are Tax Credit Plans and Public-Private Partnerships the Answer to Infrastructure Funding?**

President Trump and his transportation secretary, Elaine Chao, have said the promised $1 trillion investment will include both public and private funds. With House and Senate Republicans believed to be reluctant to commit to substantial new federal deficit financing, however, Peter Navarro and Wilbur Ross—as part of President Trump’s campaign team—previously drew up an alternative financing plan that uses tax credits to incentivize $1 trillion of purely private investment. As far as can be ascertained, tax credits of this nature are still being considered today.

The Ross-Navarro plan would entail extremely generous 82 percent tax credits for equity investment into designated projects. The pair envisage that drawing in a total of $167 billion of private-sector equity investment (at a “cost” of $137 billion to the tax base) would then allow private investors to borrow on bond markets to finance the remainder of the $1 trillion ambition for infrastructure spending. In effect, close to 14 percent of the investment would come as a no-cost payment to the equity investors from taxpayers. Investors would then obtain streams of income through shares of user fees or from tax revenue via a PPP.

Navarro and Ross believe the tax credits will harness investment because the equity cushion helps ameliorate the large uncertainty associated with infrastructure projects’ costs and usage rates. They also believe the tax credits will be fiscally neutral, with the loss of the income tax base made up for by higher income and corporate income tax revenues associated with the labor and corporations hired to undertake the projects. Coupled with more discipline on construction costs associated with private-sector involvement, the pair believe their tax credit scheme will provide a better deal for U.S. taxpayers than traditional procurement and provision.

As shown, transport infrastructure can no doubt be delivered privately. Major airports are privately owned in a host of advanced economies, as railways and roads have been. Although the cost of capital can sometimes be high, particularly given political risks, PPPs can deliver road infrastructure on time and within budget. In Virginia, for example, the Dulles Greenway opened in 1995 having been entirely financed privately. Within that state alone, toll lanes on the Capital Beltway, the Midtown Tunnel, and the Jordan Bridge have all been financed overwhelmingly by private investment.

There are two questions to consider then. First, will PPPs deliver the types of
infrastructure the United States needs now? Second, is the infrastructure tax credit in particular a necessary and desirable policy to achieve the investment?

Provision of infrastructure through PPPs works best when obvious cash streams are associated with the asset. Theory would suggest that allowing private companies to both build and operate an asset with a user revenue stream, even for a fixed period, will incentivize them to consider the long-term maintenance needs of the asset at the point of construction and bear the usage risk.

Cato Institute scholar Randal O’Toole has described these types of arrangements as “demand risk PPPs.” They tend to work well. Clearly though, this form of PPP cannot be applied universally. The more difficult cases include maintenance or upgrading of existing infrastructure, rural roads and bridges, and loss-making modes that are believed to have some broader social benefits. No obvious user fees are associated with them. Indeed, Senate Environment and Public Works Committee Chairman John Barrasso (R-WY) recently expressed concern that PPPs were being touted as a solution to the infrastructure question when they could not deliver these types of projects.

Yet a different type of PPP can be used in areas where user fees are not possible. PPP contracts can be designed such that private investors design, build, operate, own, maintain, and finance an asset and gain revenue from a stream of taxpayer payments for leasing and maintenance services for a fixed period. These are called “availability payment PPPs,” because regular payments from government are conditioned on the asset being available to use at a specified quality, as outlined in a detailed contract.

This type of PPP already exists in the United States for rural transportation. In Pennsylvania, the Rapid Bridge Replacement Project is replacing hundreds of geographically dispersed, structurally deficient bridges with a bundled contract, including maintenance for the next 25 years. Tax revenues provide availability payments. Rolling up a significant number of assets in this way can help diversify risks for the private contractor.

The theoretical benefits of this approach are substantial. A large part of the construction and other risks are transferred to the private sector, albeit reflected in higher borrowing costs (a risk premium). Given that the private contractors are paid only when the asset is delivered, timely construction at a fixed price is encouraged. The long contracts should incentivize development with low whole lifetime costs, with the providers assessing maintenance needs in advance. Contracts can also be standardized, with penalties for failure to achieve targets and maintain quality. If many different smaller projects can be bundled in this way, the transaction costs of contract development can be reduced.

The question is whether these benefits overcome the higher borrowing costs the private sector often faces, and whether contracts can be effectively designed. As the CBO has noted, even with these PPPs, taxpayers are still the ultimate source of funds. They just do not face the upfront capital costs.

Sadly, this “availability payment” model—in which the private contractor gets paid irrespective of usage—has a more mixed record than “demand risk PPPs.” In fact, the United Kingdom made extensive use of this type of agreement in building hospitals and schools through the 2000s under the New Labour government, and the results have been disappointing.

Success in road schemes and a number of privately owned prisons in the early 1990s (with a much higher proportion delivered on time and within budget than through traditional procurement) led to a huge expansion of PPPs in the 2000s. By 2004, they accounted for 39 percent of capital spending by UK government departments, and over 500 were in operation by 2008, including for building schools, hospitals, and public transportation (especially rail). That expanded use of PPPs occurred in part because this type of financing could be done “off balance sheet” for the government (as contingent liabilities), flattering the public finances. At a time when the government was looking
for significant capital investment quickly, it appeared to make sense to allow private operators to build new infrastructure with taxpayers in essence paying over time.

Yet this huge expansion of PPPs is now widely regarded as a failed experiment. Any theoretical benefits arising from more innovation, the privatization of risk, and on-time and within-budget delivery of projects (for which some evidence existed) was eclipsed by the higher borrowing costs in the private sector, the costs of a host of consultants and lawyers in drawing up the contracts, and unnecessarily expensive bundled services. The opacity of the liabilities for taxpayers has also proved very unpopular, with various attempts to renegotiate inflexible contracts.

What went wrong? Conservative member of Parliament Jesse Norman believes the government was simply a poor client:

These were generally huge one-off projects agglomerating very different skills, services and expertise, from construction to [information technology] to facilities management. They were laden with social, bureaucratic and political prestige, creating external interference and a demand for expensive “signature” buildings with unknown future costs. Often the clients were dominated by producer interests, overspecified the projects, changed the specification en route, lacked the necessary commercial or negotiation skills to manage the procurement, were naïve about using external professional advice, and did not adequately understand the risks involved, the likely future costs or the relevant financing models.

He also identifies failures within the public sector to account for risk effectively. This point was echoed by the Institute of Economic Affairs, which highlighted how provision of perceived “essential” infrastructure through this mechanism led to a continued assumption that the ultimate risks lay with the public sector.

Several major projects in the UK saw the government step in when private contractors were unable to fulfill contracts, not helped by the inflexibility of the agreements. The process of contract design often led to hostile bargaining. Add to this the fact that specific projects were dogged by political interference, even at the development stage, and it is easy to see why the UK record was so mixed. Many of the problems associated with government provision of infrastructure remained with government contracting for it.

Of course, in policy we should not allow the perfect to be the enemy of the good. The failures of other traditional procurement methods are well known. In other countries, such as Canada and Australia, the record of PPPs seems more positive. At best though, the UK experience shows that these types of PPPs are no panacea for infrastructure development. The poor results arose in part because the New Labour government wanted to see significant investment quickly, but without adding to the official national debt. U.S. policymakers should therefore be particularly wary of rushed investment contracts as part of an arbitrary aim of $1 trillion of infrastructure investment for the next decade.

Although the benefits of PPP arrangements can in theory run up against difficulties in practice, the case for infrastructure tax credits does not add up, even in theory. The tax credit in itself does not change the overall profitability of different investments, meaning loss-making areas of the transportation system and projects geared toward maintenance of existing roads, bridges, and highways are highly unlikely to get buy-in from investors. Those projects appealing to investors would likely have been undertaken anyway. That is one reason why the tax credits almost certainly will not be “fiscally neutral.” Private companies already intending to invest in infrastructure development before the credit will now seek out the tax benefit too. The Ross-Navarro plan implicitly assumes that any new infrastructure development uses engineers or construction workers who were previously
A pro-growth agenda for infrastructure should get the incentives and institutions right.

unemployed. In fact, if the new projects compete for existing workers employed elsewhere at the same wage rate, then the tax credit will have a pure fiscal cost.

From a public finance perspective, it might just be cheaper for governments to borrow directly. As Randal O'Toole has noted, the tax system is currently highly biased toward public provision of infrastructure, because government agencies can sell tax-free bonds at low borrowing costs.\textsuperscript{110} It is unclear how, given this tax advantage, allowing private taxable bonds coupled with a very generous tax credit can be economical.

Then there are questions about whether the tax credits will even work to stimulate significant investment. Many of the big institutional investors, such as pension funds, are tax-exempt anyway and so will not be incentivized by them. In fact, for tax efficiency reasons, the types of tax credits envisaged are most likely to incentivize companies repatriating overseas earnings. That is one of the reasons many Republicans are keen to link any infrastructure provision to a tax reform bill. Yet it is unclear economically why it would be sensible to link the amount spent on infrastructure to the financial decisions of large companies.

The scope for more private involvement in the provision of infrastructure is strong, but PPPs and tax credits are no substitute for genuine privatization. Although PPPs make sense for a range of projects, designing contracts well seems of paramount importance. The U.S. taxpayer should be wary of these schemes being used for huge upfront investments, but with often long-term expensive commitments for taxpayers.

What Policy Framework Would Improve U.S. Infrastructure Development?

The analysis of the underlying economics of infrastructure investment presented here has been highly skeptical of the desirability of significant government infrastructure investment. But the economics presented do provide lessons for creating responsive institutions. After all, at a time when new technological innovations such as driverless cars could revolutionize the way we travel, and with politicians talking of seeking to harness $1 trillion of new funds, we need to avoid the very real risk of wasted funds. Although the case is often exaggerated, the U.S. economy clearly has substantial infrastructure needs, as the figures on congestion alone illustrate.

The aim should be to allow innovation, cost-effective provision, and investment where it is most economically beneficial. A first step here is to set an infrastructure framework that seeks to expand productivity growth and that ignores short-term macroeconomic considerations. It has been argued that fiscal stimulus is not needed anyway, but that objective in itself—a short-run “demand boost”—is much more likely to lead to bad decisionmaking on projects, hampering the long-term growth potential of the economy.

Instead, a pro-growth agenda for infrastructure should get the incentives and institutions right, which means any dollar of spending (by the public or private sector) will go much further. Thankfully, the new administration has more recently acknowledged this. The 2018 infrastructure initiative emphasized, for example, that federal funding alone was not the solution to infrastructure, instead talking up the need for long-term reform of how infrastructure is “regulated, funded, delivered, and maintained.”\textsuperscript{111} The pro-growth aim can be achieved through the application of the following broad principles.

**Privatize areas where government is not needed.** Many types of infrastructure assets need not be under government control, whether at the federal, state, or local level. Other countries have perfectly decent privatized airports (London’s Heathrow), air traffic control systems (Canada) and railways (Japan), for example. The principle here should be of “subsidiarity”—the least centralized authorities providing infrastructure where they can, with subsequently higher levels of government intervening only when a clear and overwhelming need exists. Chris Edwards has previously outlined how, in the field of
major infrastructure, the federal government should give up its provision of air traffic control, following the Canadian example. The responsibilities of the Tennessee Valley Authority, Amtrak, the Army Corps of Engineers, and the Bureau of Reclamation could likewise all be turned over to the private sector. In the UK, large-scale privatization often produced significant improvements in labor productivity and lower prices for users, without compromising safety.

LOCALIZE DECISIONMAKING AS FAR AS POSSIBLE. In a similar vein, the federal government’s current role clearly goes way beyond that necessary to deal with genuine cross-state border coordination problems and so-called market failures. The administration acknowledges this, explaining how the federal government today “acts as a complicated, costly middleman between the collection of revenue and the expenditure of those funds by States and localities.” Federal aid, not least for highways, can distort local decisionmaking in a way that is not conducive to economic growth, while creating significant grievances. The Highway Trust Fund currently distributes money in a way that benefits large, relatively underpopulated areas, rather than investing in areas of rapid growth. Harvard economist Ed Glaeser has outlined how “Alaska received $484 million in the 2015 highway-aid apportionment . . . about $657 for each Alaskan. . . . New York State received $1.62 billion, or $82 per person.” Clearly, this is not reflective of the highway needs of the two states.

It would be far better to completely decentralize responsibility for transportation infrastructure back to the states, limiting any federal role to coordinating cross-state investments and financing and providing infrastructure with large social benefits where neither the private sector nor states were able to. We would not have the problem of the federal government crowding out state activity as discussed earlier in relation to Obama’s 2009 stimulus package. States would instead be able to experiment according to their own needs, and the funds for generating new infrastructure would be better matched toward growing regions of the country. This approach could include states adjusting their own gas taxes, working with the private sector to develop suitable PPP arrangements, or allowing the private sector to develop infrastructure independently.

REMOVE PAYMENT BARRIERS FOR CHARGING USERS. For both federal- and state-provided infrastructure, the aim should be to move toward user funding rather than tax revenues. That approach would have many benefits, not least allowing those who use infrastructure to be charged for their actions and providing an incentive to reduce congestion. The existence of streams of income would also make private investment into transportation infrastructure projects more attractive.

The CBO estimates that, historically, less than half of federal funding for highways was tied to the amount of travel on the roads. This lack of connection between use and investment can have significant negative effects on funding efficiency, biasing against regions with significant congestion and maintenance needs.

User charging—whether through per mile charging, congestion charging, or straight tolling of roads or highways—would adjust to allow traffic to move more quickly and reliably. At the moment though, barriers impede the application of user charging in the transportation sector. In particular, there are federal restrictions on the use of user fees to convert interstate highways into toll roads. In airports, the Passenger Facility Charge, a local user fee, is capped by the federal government at $4.50 per passenger.

Removing these restrictions would help attract private capital investments in highways and airports, making the provision of both less dependent on government and allowing a more efficient matching of investment to demand.

The effects of widespread user charging of this kind could be profound. According to the Federal Highway Administration, a wide rollout of congestion pricing could reduce the amount of capital investment required to meet the same goals for the highway system by about 30 percent. Heavily used roads such as

The aim of both federal- and state-provided infrastructure should be to move toward user funding rather than tax revenues.
Interstates would have the most to gain from user pricing, but at the moment just 7 percent of the current Interstate Highway System is composed of highways with tolls.117

**EMPLOY RIGOROUS COST-BENEFIT AND RISK ANALYSES FOR GOVERNMENT PROJECTS.** Where government investment is needed and justified, both the federal and state governments should seek to use rigorous cost–benefit and risk evaluation to assign funding to the most economically valuable projects. As far as possible, other ambitions—such as creating jobs, helping manufacturing, and more—should be jettisoned in favor of maximizing overall economic gains relative to costs.

To get an idea of the scale of savings that could result from greater focus on “bang for the buck,” the Federal Highway Administration has estimated that funding highway projects purely on the basis of cost–benefit ratios could see the same overall level of benefits for about 25 percent less cost than currently delivered. Analysts believe this approach would lead to much more spending on urban Interstates, and repairs of urban highways and rural bridges.

Of course, where the political process is involved in projects, the cost–benefit analysis itself can be corrupted by overoptimism on both costs and usage rates, as we have seen. No doubt some states would attach much more weight to somewhat fuzzy social benefits than others. But with more localized funding, they would bear the full cost of their actions. To ensure high-quality, accurate output, the methodology and assumptions behind cost–benefit methodology should also be produced and published transparently, with states ideally using a clear framework that also presents the opportunity cost of undertaking any new project.

**LEVEL THE PLAYING FIELD FOR PRIVATE-SECTOR FUNDING.** Cato Institute scholars have long argued that the tax system tilts the deck in favor of states borrowing to finance infrastructure over private borrowing. Under the present federal income tax, the interest income you receive from investing in municipal bonds is free from federal income taxes, which is not the case for private debt. Ideally, this exemption would be phased out, broadening the tax base, levelling the playing field and allowing for small cuts to overall taxes on investment in a revenue-neutral manner.

**REASSESS, REVISE, AND REVIEW REGULATIONS THAT RAISE THE COSTS OF PROVIDING INFRASTRUCTURE.** This paper is primarily concerned with evaluating the economic case for major government infrastructure investment in the United States. However, clearly, existing policies in many areas increase the cost of infrastructure provision more broadly. A paper by outside consultants for the Obama administration acknowledged, for example, “Increased capital costs are also a product of enhanced design standards and regulatory requirements related to performance, safety, environmental protection, reliability, and resiliency.”118

Complying with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) has “extended the schedule and generally increased the cost of implementing major infrastructure projects.”119 The Federal Highway Administration estimates that “the average time to complete a NEPA study increased from 2.2 years in the 1970s, to 4.4 years in the 1980s, to 5.1 years in the 1995 to 2001 period, to 6.6 years in 2011.”120 A lengthy NEPA study increases costs and adds significant uncertainty to a project, deterring private investment. Useful suggestions have been made for how to relieve this burden, from time limits for agency decisions through to narrowing the act to focus only on issues not covered by other environment regulations.121 Thankfully, it appears the administration intends to streamline this regulatory process.

Regulations of inputs to the construction process also raise costs. The Davis-Bacon Act commits federal construction projects to pay the “prevailing wages” of the surrounding area for construction workers. In practice, this often means union rates, which means a significantly higher cost. The CBO estimates repealing the act could have saved taxpayers $13 billion between 2015 and 2023.122 Buy America regulations likewise impose requirements on federal construction projects to use American steel,
iron, and other products in highway construction, unless a special waiver is granted—another regulation likely to increase costs. Add to this compliance with land-use planning laws, and it becomes clear that before asserting that more federal funding is needed for infrastructure, politicians should reassess existing regulations that make overall infrastructure delivery more expensive. Of course, higher import tariffs or antidumping measures on imported inputs such as steel would drive up costs further.

CONCLUSION

Clearly, new President Donald Trump wants to sign off on a major program of infrastructure investment. At times, the president and his team have used both short-term macroeconomic “stimulus” arguments and longer-term structural arguments to justify such a program. But more recently, the administration appears to have recognized that fixing “underlying incentives, procedures, and policies” is more important than funding alone.²

This paper has dismissed the case for using infrastructure investment on short-term macroeconomic grounds today. In fact, a rushed attempt to begin “shovel-ready” projects or “create jobs” will likely harm the economy in the longer term, as resources are misallocated and infrastructure is delivered in the wrong places.

Instead, the administration should focus on long-term growth and on creating an institutional environment where investment is responsive to the wants and needs of users. That approach requires not obsessive focus on hitting arbitrary spending limits through big increases in federal funding, infrastructure tax credits, and a wide role for PPPs, but a reassessment of the whole framework of infrastructure policy.

Certainly, scope for significantly more private-sector investment exists. That could be achieved through regulatory and tax reforms, rather than new, costly tax credits or complex contracts that impose long-term burdens on taxpayers in a nontransparent way. Harnessing private-sector expertise should come as part of a broader attempt to remove current barriers to investment and to devolve decisions on infrastructure to as low a level of government as possible.

President Trump has a real opportunity to improve the framework for infrastructure development. The principles outlined in his recent infrastructure initiative provide a good starting point. But it is still unclear which projects will be considered, how they will be selected, how much power will be returned to states, and how private-sector involvement will be incentivized. These details are highly likely to determine the administration’s success or otherwise in improving policy.
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